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ABSTRACT
Archiving graph data over history is demanded in many applications, such as social network studies,
collaborative projects, scientific graph databases, and bibliographies. Typically people are interested in querying
temporal graphs. Existing keyword search approaches for graph-structured data are insufficient for querying
temporal graphs. This paper initiates the study of supporting keyword-based queries on temporal graphs. We
propose a search syntax that is a moderate extension of keyword search, which allows casual users to easily
search temporal graphs with optional predicates and ranking functions related to timestamps. To generate
results efficiently, we first propose a best path iterator, which finds the paths between two data nodes in each
snapshot that is the “best” with respect to three ranking factors. It prunes invalid or inferior paths and
maximizes shared processing among different snapshots. Then we develop algorithms that efficiently generate
top-k query results. Extensive experiments verified the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

To address such query needs, studies have been
performed on designing a temporal relational model

Archiving graph data is important in many

and a temporal XML tree model and developing

applications. For example, in social network analysis,

query languages on temporal data, including TQUEL

scientists are often interested in analyzing the

[26], TSQL2 and SQL3 for temporal relational data,

temporal dynamics of social relationships in order to

and TXPath

understand how things change and to predict trends.

performing structured temporal queries on temporal

We even want to archive the whole Web (i.e. the

databases is not suitable for some applications for two

pages and their links) so that our future generations

reasons.

are able to see what is happening today, and analyze

structured data which can not be efficiently handled
by relational databases as generally one join is

how things evolve. In a collaborative project, we

First,

for temporal XML trees. However,

many

applications

have

graph

would like to archive previous versions of data (such
as workflows or programs) so that an earlier version

required to navigate each edge. Second, structured

can be recovered in case of a mistake. Beyond the

error-prone even for expert users.

queries are difficult for casual users to learn and are

basic operations such as retrieving a snapshot from
the archive and tracing the history of an element,

To allow casual users who are not computer experts

often users want to query temporal graphs, as

(as found in Web and scientific applications) to

illustrated in some examples below.

express queries on temporal graphs, it is critical to
support keyword-based searches on temporal graphs.
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There is much research on keyword search on graphs

iterator, which finds the paths between two data

that do not encode temporal information. Given a

nodes in each snapshot that is the “best” with respect

data graph, each query result is a minimal tree that

to three ranking factors. It prunes invalid or inferior

contains all query keywords, and the results are

paths and maximizes shared processing among

ranked by the reverse of weighted tree sizes. To

different snapshots. Then we develop algorithms that

generate top-k results efficiently, a widely-adopted

efficiently generate top-k query results. Extensive

approach is based on Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm, which explores the graph from each

experiments verified the efficiency and effectiveness
of our approach.

keyword match using a shortest path iterator. A

Advantages:

result is found if a node is visited by iterators from all

1. Efficiency and effectiveness is high.

query keywords. In this way, results are likely

2. Search approaches for graph-structured data are

generated in the order of their sizes, thus enabling

highly sufficient for querying temporal graphs.

efficient top-k processing.

IV. CONCLUSION
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
We initiate the study of the problem of searching
Archiving graph data is important in many

temporal graphs. We propose a simple yet expressive

applications. For example, in social network analysis,
scientists are often interested in analyzing the

keyword based query syntax that allows temporal
information to be specified as either predicates or

temporal dynamics of social relationships in order to

ranking factors. We propose a best path iterator,

understand how things change and to predict trends.

which finds the “best” paths between two data nodes

Archiving graph data over history is demanded in

in each time instant with respect to ranking

many applications, such as social network studies,

functions where the rank of a path is monotonically

collaborative projects, scientific graph databases, and
bibliographies. Typically people are interested in

non-increasing upon an edge expansion. Then we

querying temporal graphs. Existing keyword search

queries on a temporal graph to generate top-k results.

approaches for graph-structured data are insufficient

The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed

for querying temporal graphs.

approach are verified through extensive empirical

propose algorithms to efficiently evaluate this type of

studies
Disadvantages:
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